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Adaptive Double-Layered Initial Search Pattern
for Fast Motion Estimation

Chong-Shou Yu and Shen-Chuan Tai, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Multimedia communication relies on data com-
pression technology to reduce the data bits of transmission.
Motion compensation is the key function in exploiting temporal
redundancy for compression in most video coding standards. For
example, fixed search pattern motion estimation algorithms such
as hexagonal search (HEXBS) usually spend extra search steps to
confirm near-zero motion vectors. Divide and conquer methods
such as the efficient three-step search (E3SS) are not optimized
for the probability model of motion vectors. This paper proposes
a pair of complementary double-layered (inner layer and outer
layer) initial search patterns to reduce computational complexity.
The inner-layer search is applied first and tests for small motion.
Afterwards, the outer layer search serves as a guard line to catch
large motion. It is used only when the inner search layer fails to
find a good solution. Experimental results of motion estimation
on various QCIF/CIF video sequences show that the proposed
algorithm achieves image quality similar to diamond search but
with the search point cost as low as cross-diamond-hexagonal
search.

Index Terms—Divide and conquer strategy, motion estimation,
video coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOTION estimation is the most time-consuming module
in current video coding standards such as MPEG-1, 2,

and 4 [1]–[3]. During the encoding of video sequences every
picture is divided into macroblocks. The motion of these mac-
roblocks is estimated by using the previous frame as a refer-
ence image. The movements of these macroblocks are then rep-
resented as a vector, which indicates the displacement between
the current frame and the reference frame. Traditionally, all pos-
sible spatial displacement shall be checked to find out the correct
motion vector. Although this process benefits the compression
by exploiting temporal correlation between two video frames,
searching all possible displacements takes extreme high com-
putation.

Many fast search algorithms [4]–[12] have been proposed to
speedup the motion estimation process. Diamond search (DS)
[4] and hexagonal search (HEXBS) [5] are popular since they
are easy for hardware implementation and perform reasonably
in most cases. Diamond search combines two search patterns,
the small diamond search pattern (SDSP) and the large diamond
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Fig. 1. Search patterns: (a) small diamond search pattern (SDSP); (b) large
diamond search pattern (LDSP); (c) hexagonal search pattern; (d) large cross
search pattern.

search pattern (LDSP) shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b). HEXBS
is a hexagonal search pattern that works better than DS for
videos with more oblique motion. This pattern is shown in
Fig. 1(c). Enhanced HEXBS (E-HEXBS) [6] further reduces
the searching cost with additional regulation.

If the motion is quasi-stationary, DS and E-HEXBS catch
the correct vector within a few search points. However, if the
vector with minimum distortion is located far from the center of
a search window, additional search points are required to com-
plete the search. E-HEXBS is faster than DS on some video
sequences with highly inconsistent motion. However DS and
E-HEXBS start their search from the search center and move
only a little for each step so that they cannot catch large motion
within a few steps.

Dual cross search (DCS) [7] is another fast search pattern re-
cently published. It uses two cross search patterns, which have
different sizes. One is a 5 5 cross search pattern as shown
in Fig. 1(d), and the other is a 3 3 pattern that is composed
of five search points identical to SDSP. Because of taking dif-
ferent sizes of patterns for center clustered motion vectors, DCS
is very fast in most cases. However, while the motion goes to an
oblique direction, DCS usually only finds inferior solutions and
therefore is not suggested for videos with large motion. Adap-
tive dual cross search (ADCS) [7] applies an early termination
rule and reduces necessary search points significantly, but the
weakness of DCS still exists.
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TABLE I
VIDEO SEQUENCES USED FOR STATISTICS AND EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 2. Histogram of differential motion vectors.

On the basis of DS, the cross-diamond-hexagonal search
(CDHS) [8] uses hierarchy pattern structure to improve the
search efficiency. With cross initial search pattern and condi-
tional change of pattern shape, CDHS is fast and accuracy in
most cases. The CDHS results in degraded performance only
when the video sequence has large motions.

The efficient three-step search (E3SS) [9] is an alternate
implementation of the two-dimensional logarithmic algo-
rithm (2DLOG) [10]. It uses SDSP (small diamond search
pattern [4]) at the center of the search window and adopts a
divide-and-conquer strategy by searching eight spatial median
points. Overall E3SS can achieve good visual quality because
of its wide-spreading search points. One-dimensional loga-
rithmic search, which is also known as binary search, divide the
search range into two parts on each step. Usually the chosen
search point locates on the middle of whole search range which
makes the divided two parts are in equal size. However, search
time can only be optimized when the search result has the
same probability to fall in each part. E3SS implements the 2-D
logarithmic search by taking the midpoints between the center

Fig. 3. Histogram of horizontal and vertical components of differential motion
vectors.

Fig. 4. Distribution map of differential motion vectors.

and search window boundary instead of taking by statistical
probability. Therefore E3SS is suboptimal only.

Searching the statistical median points with a divide and con-
quer strategy could possibly be the fastest method available, but
two important issues arise. The first issue is about maintaining
the statistic model so that it can be adopted for different video
sequences. The second issue is that deriving the statistical me-
dian is computationally intensive, which leads to the question
of whether there is any method to reduce the time cost. These
issues will be addressed below with a set of pseudo statistical
medians being adjusted during the process of motion estima-
tion.

This paper will propose a novel pattern for the initial search
step. We try to estimate small motions with a minimum of
search points since they occur much more frequently than large
motions. When it is determined that the motion isn’t small
during the early search, the pseudo statistical median search
points are then used to locate the large motion. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the statistics
of motion vectors as estimated by exhaustive search. With the
statistic numbers, various search pattern suited for different
motion characteristics are introduced. The proposed adaptive
double-layered initial search pattern (ADLISP) is introduced
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TABLE II
VIDEO SEQUENCES STATISTICS

in Section III. Section IV presents simulation results and com-
parison with other search patterns. The final conclusion will be
presented in Section V.

II. SEARCH PATTERN EFFICIENCY AND STATISTICS

OF MOTION VECTORS

The statistical features of motion vectors are important for
designing search pattern. In order to analyze the characteristics
of motion vectors, we performed exhaustive motion search on
several different video sequences with MPEG-4 motion predic-
tion algorithm.1

Table I lists the test sequences used in the analysis. Some of
them have large and inconsistence motion, such as Foreman,
Basket Ball, and Stefan. Some have small and consistence mo-
tion, such as Akiyo and Coastguard. Experiments on these se-
quences can cover most typical motion characteristics in normal
video.

The resulting differential motion vector histogram is shown in
Fig. 2. The histograms of the horizontal and vertical components
of the differential motion vectors are shown in Fig. 3. Note that
the histogram axis in Fig. 3 is logarithmic.

A. Small Motion

We first simply define the five center points: (0, 0), ( 1,
0), (0, 1), as SMR (small motion region). With 8 additional

1The predicted motion vector of current encoding macroblock is the median
of the vectors of three neighboring macroblocks: upper macroblock, upper-right
macroblock and left macroblock.

Fig. 5. Search points used for DCS, CDHS, E3SS and E-HEXBS while motion
vector locates on (0, 1). The search range is 15.

neighboring search points, ( 2, 0), ( 1, 1) and (0, 2), the
total of 13 search points is defined as ESMR (extended small
motion region). The search points of SMR and ESMR are shown
on Fig. 4.

According to the statistics, the (differences between
estimated motion vectors and predicted vectors) are clustered
tightly at the center of the search window, i.e., more than 86% of
the are estimated to be located in ESMR. Especially the
zero motion cases dominate 69% of all . For detailed ob-
servation the probability of searches located in ESMR for each
test sequences are listed in Table II as . This extremely
significant clustering characteristic is the major consideration of
pattern specified fast motion search algorithms.

Due to this characteristic, a good search pattern shall use min-
imum number of search points to determine whether the mo-
tion is in the small motion area, especially (0, 0), which is the
most common cases. For possible large motion cases, many al-
gorithms use pattern that roughly covers 5 5 center search
area. These patterns are designed to catch large motions faster
while not over-expanding their size. However, the enlarged pat-
tern size still causes additional computation load on the nonzero
small motion cases. To determine whether the motion vector is
located on (0, 1), DCS must check 8 11 search points, CDHS
must check 11 search points, E3SS must check 16 points and
E-HEXBS must check ten points. The necessary search points
of these algorithms are shown on Fig. 5.

Because searching on a pattern’s first-step search points is
unavoidable, the minimum necessary computational cost of a
search pattern is directly related to the number of their first-step
search points. SDSP has only five search points, and therefore
it has lower unavoidable computational cost than DCS, CDHS,
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Fig. 6. System diagram of ADLISP.

E3SS, and E-HEXBS. If only iterative SDSP2 is used for the
motion search, with disregarding the low-probability large mo-
tion cases, the vector can be estimated in SMR after checking
only eight points. This is how E3SS improves search efficiency
impressively over 3SS [14], which only use the spatial median
search points. With the concept of separating search points into
small motion area and large motion area in E3SS, the SDSP
proves its efficiency for small motion search. On the same con-
cept, the proposed pattern combines SDSP for small motion

2Check four search points of SDSP; move SDSP to center on newly found
best matching position. Repeat this until best position no longer changes.

together with revised version of E3SS’s large motion search
points.

B. Large Motion

Using iterative SDSP at the center of the search window is fast
for small motion but not for low-probability large motion cases.
E3SS catches large motion by searching eight spatial median
points at the first step. It is costly to calculate those additional
points, especially they are rarely happens in small motion cases.

There are two ways to reduce the additional computation
loads. The first is to check these additional spatial median
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Fig. 7. Adaptive double-layered initial search pattern. (a) First-step-stop ex-
ample with (0, 0) motion vector estimated r = 5 and r = 5 in this example;
(b) SDSP process when initial search result falls on inner layer, r = 7 and
r = 5 in this example; (c) 6-side fast inner search process when initial search
result falls on outer layer, r = 6 and r = 4 in this example.

points only when necessary: Perform E3SS to check center
SDSP first, and check the additional eight search points later
only when motion is confirmed not (0, 0). Since half of the true
motion vectors are static (refer to Fig. 2), this change could
save much computation power. The second method is using
reduced number of additional spatial median search points.

To determine the optimal number of search points for large
motions, a further study on the statistical model is necessary.
The statistics of full search shows that if the motion vectors lo-
cated on SMR are omitted, the majority of remaining motion
vectors is mostly found on purely horizontal or vertical direc-
tions. In other words, oblique motion vectors are rare. This is
shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, oblique search points far from the
search center can be omitted during the first search step with
only small quality losses. As long as the later steps can take the
responsibility to check these rarely used oblique search points,
it will speedup the whole search. In conclusion, it is better to
keep the four search points on horizontal and vertical axes only.

The positions of the four remaining search points are also
need to be revised. According to the histogram in Fig. 3, varia-
tion of the horizontal component of the motion vector is larger
than the vertical component. In other words, if the video frame
is not stationary, most real video sequences will have motion
along the horizontal axis. This means that if a 2-D logarithmic
search is used, to optimize the search the statistical horizontal
and vertical median points will not be located at the same dis-
tance from the center of search window. Average movement3 of
full search motion vectors can be used to derive best statistical

3Averaged value of absolute weight of motion vectors over single axis. For
example, the average movement of vectors (+3,�2), (+1,�2), and (�2, +5)
are 2 in horizontal and 3 in vertical.

median points. Note that if iterative SDSP is used to catch small
motion in search center, the search points in ESMR will mostly
be excluded from the 2-D logarithmic search range. The average
movement of the remaining motion vectors is 5.53 in horizontal
and 3.68 in vertical. Detail average movement values of each
sequence are listed in Table II.

The statistical median points that decided by average move-
ment could serve as a good checkpoint for a divide-and-conquer
strategy. The discussion above gives good search points for an
initial search step to catch large motion: ( , 0) and (0,

), where and are average movements of
horizontal and vertical large motion vectors respectively. Our
previous work DLISP [15] adopted a fixed asymmetric large
cross pattern (6, 0), ( 6, 0), (0, 4), (0, 4) and achieved mod-
erate effectiveness. However, these median points would vary
from sequences to sequences and a set of fixed search points
cannot take much benefit from it. We therefore propose the
pseudo statistical median search points to replace the original
fixed median points to achieve better search efficiency.

C. Double Layered Search Pattern Concept

In summary, the proposed double-layered search pattern has
following characteristics. 1) The necessary search point num-
bers for small motion cases should be minimized. 2) Search
points of large motion search points will be checked only if nec-
essary. 3) To be able to catch uncommon large motion with ef-
fective 2–D logarithmic method. To take advantage of the mo-
tion characteristics, an adaptive double-layered initial search
pattern is proposed in the following. It uses iterative SDSP/E-
HEXBS as a convergence method during later search steps.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In the section, we propose an adaptive double-layered initial
search pattern (ADLISP). This algorithm has two phases for
each macroblock process: motion estimation and adaptive ad-
justment of search pattern.

The initial search step of motion estimation phase consists of
a pattern with eight search points, four in both the inner and
outer layers. The inner layer is a small diamond search pat-
tern. The outer layer is a large cross pattern, which is consist
of pseudo statistical median points. During later steps of mo-
tion estimation phase, two different converge algorithms, itera-
tive SDSP and E-HEXBS, are used for different situations. The
outer layer search points are then adjusted after the motion es-
timation phase.

A. Motion Estimation

At the beginning of the motion estimation phase of each mac-
roblock, we use the MPEG-4 method to predict motion vectors
from the median of the three neighboring macroblocks. The
predicted motion vector and the nonmoving (0, 0) vector are
checked first. The vector with the minimum distortion is used
as the center of the search range. After the search center is set,
the initial search pattern is applied.

The four inner layer points, ( 1, 0) and (0, 1), are then
checked. If the minimum BDM vector still falls in the search
center, the search is completed and has used six or five [if the
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TABLE III
VISUAL QUALITY COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS

predicted motion vector is (0, 0)] block-matching calculations.
Otherwise, the four points of the outer layer are then checked.
If the renewed minimum BDM vector falls on the inner layer
SDSP, then the search continues with normal iterative SDSP
search until an optimal match is found. Otherwise, if the min-
imum BDM vector falls on the outer layer, then the following
several processes are performed.

The outer layer search points of the initial step are ( , 0),
and (0, ), which form a large asymmetric cross pattern.
and are adjustable and are initially given as and

according to the common average movement observed
in last section. If the best vector of the initial search falls on the
outer layer, then the search continues with an E-HEXBS search
on later steps.

During the iterative SDSP search, the small diamond check-
points centered on the best-matched search point are checked.
After block matching calculation, if any of those search point
has even lower distortion, another set of SDSP centered on the
newly found best position are then applied. The process repeats
until the best-matched search point no longer changes.

E-HEXBS is similar to iterative SDSP except its check pat-
tern is a six-point hexagon. Because the six-side-based fast inner
search [6] is used in E-HEXBS, only two or three more search
points are used after applying E-HEXBS to determine the final
motion vector. Note that only the horizontal hexagon search pat-
tern as shown in Fig. 1(c) is used because of the higher hori-
zontal weight of most motion vectors.

B. Adjustment of Search Pattern

Whenever a search is complete, the estimated vector ( , )
is used to adjust the outer layer to a more suitable position,

which is ideally equal to the statistical median point. Because
real-time movement calculation is extensive, four outer layer
pseudo median points derived from the rules below are then
used.

The outrange indicators and are set to zero initially
before the process of entire video sequence. is a threshold to
determine outer layer’s sensitivity with recent motion statistics.

1) If the best vector of the initial search step is NOT located
on the outer layer,

goto step 7.
2) If ,

goto step 7.
3) If ,

the horizontal outrange indicator .
else if ,

.
4) If ,

the vertical outrange indicator .
else if ,

.
5) If ,

; .
else if ,

; .
6) If ,

; .
else if ,

; .
7) End of adaptive adjustment.
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TABLE IV
SPEED COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS

With this feedback function, and are adjusted to ap-
proach the local statistical median according to recent estimated
motion vectors and therefore can be used to decide pseudo sta-
tistical median search points ( , 0), and (0, ).

Real video sequences generally contain a mixture of motion
types. For example, some frames are quasi-statistic while others
have large inconsistent motion which make the statistical me-
dian varies from time to time. With a smaller threshold , the
outer layer search points are more sensitive to recent motion
vectors behavior, but also become more easily to be affected by
noise. After several tests, we found that setting the threshold
to 32 achieved the best results. This value is then used empiri-
cally.

The system diagram of the proposed algorithm is shown in
Fig. 6. The examples of search points using ADLISP are shown
in Fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) gives an example that the estimated mo-
tion vector locates at the center of search range. After checking
(0, 0), ( 1, 0) and (0, 1), the best-match vector locates in
the center. Therefore the outer layer search points are skipped
and the search ends with five block-matching calculations. In
Fig. 7(b) the best vector of initial search falls on the inner layer
of ADLISP after checking all nine initial search points, and
therefore iterative SDSP is applied. After first SDSP search, the
best-matched vector moves from (0, 1), which is selected after
initial search step, to (1, 1). Second SDSP search from (1, 1)
does not find any better vector and therefore the search is done
with the output motion vector (1, 1).

In Fig. 7(c) the best vector of initial search falls on (0, 4),
which is one of the outer layer search point. E-HEXBS is then
applied from (0, 4). The best-matched vector moves from (0, 4)

to ( 2, 4) after first hexagon pattern search. The second hexagon
pattern search from ( 2, 4) does not find any better vector on
the six checkpoints, therefore the search continues with 6-side-
based fast inner search. In this example, ( 4, 4) and ( 3, 6)
have minimum distortion among the six search points of second
hexagon pattern. According to the rule of six-side-based fast
inner search, ( 3, 4) and ( 3, 5) need to be further checked. The
final result is the motion vector ( 3, 5) that has lowest distortion
of all searched vectors.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To evaluate and compare performance of the proposed algo-
rithm, motion estimation performance is tested experimentally
for the proposed algorithm and five other algorithms: DS,
CDHS-T, E-HEXBS, E3SS and DCS. The frame structure is
IPPP, and the search range is set to 15, i.e., the search window
size is 31 by 31. Only the luminance component values of
the video sequences are used. Although ADCS gains superior
search speed from its early termination judgment, no early ter-
mination is used for comparison on search pattern effectiveness
in these experiments. All video sequences listed in Table I are
tested.

Simulation results are expressed in the number of required
search points (SP) and mean square error (MSE). Table III lists
the visual quality comparison of the results. Search speed is
listed in Table IV. Average experimental results of all sequences
are charted in Fig. 8. For easier comparison, these algorithms
are all compared with the result of the full search results, which
gives speedup and MSE increase (MSEI) relative to full search
for each of the tested algorithms. This is convenient because the
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Fig. 8. MSEI and search points simulation results.

results of the tested algorithms can be represented in percentage.
A higher MSEI means a lower visual quality.

In comparison of video algorithms, E3SS performs the best
quality and ADLISP and DS come after. CDHS-T and DCS has
little more quality loss and E-HEXBS performs relatively worst.

In terms of computation cost, DCS, ADLISP and CDHS-T
spend least overall search points. They are fast and have only
little speed difference. Slower algorithms DS and E3SS spend
twice number of block-matching calculation than the three fast
methodologies above while E-HEXBS has moderate speed.

On the close observation of the results sequence by sequence,
ADLISP usually spends less search points but generates rela-
tively lower MSEI on sequences with inconsistent motion, such
as sequences Foreman and Stefan. It shows that ADLISP gen-
erally surpasses other algorithms in the tests with inconsistent
motion cases, which usually are bottlenecks of most fast mo-
tion estimation algorithms. In the cases with smooth motion,
ADLISP is only slightly inferior to CDHS-T and DCS.

Overall, ADLISP has superior performance on both speed
and visual quality. It has additional advantage on inconsistent
motion video environments.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed the ADLISP adaptive double lay-
ered initial search pattern for fast motion estimation. By using
an adaptive size for the initial cross pattern, both large and
small motion can be easily estimated. The solution provides
high performance for video sequences with widely varying
motion characteristics. Experimental results show that ADLISP
outperforms other search patterns not only in terms of speed
but also in quality. ADLISP offers visual quality comparable
with E3SS yet costs as few search points as DCS and CDHS-T.
Because of using pseudo-statistical median, ADLISP benefits
from effective 2-D logarithmic without taking high statistic

computation. As a summary, ADLISP is a cost-effective and
easy-implement motion estimation algorithm in video coding
systems, especially in high motion environments.
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